
180 Series

The TR180 Series provides retailers a reliable and 

adaptable solution that can automate cash handling 

processes at multiple points within a store. With its small 

footprint and modular design, the TR180 Series can 

serve as a full-service back office cash recycler, and it 

can also be integrated as a component of a self-checkout 

or assisted self-checkout solution.  With its design and 

feature set, the TR180 Series provides unparalleled use 

case flexibility – enabling retailers to automate cash 

processes where it is needed the most.

THE TIDEL TR180 SERIES: 
REDEFINING RETAIL CASH AUTOMATION



AN ADAPTABLE SOLUTION FOR RETAIL CASH AUTOMATION

The TR180 Series allows retailers to automate multiple in-store processes 

at a market changing total cost of ownership. The TR180 Series is 

ideally suited for multi-lane retail stores, small to midsized 

grocery, drug stores, and other institutions requiring 

cash optimization at multiple store touch 

points. The TR180 Series brings the right 

combination of speed and capacity, and use 

case flexibility, giving retailers the latitude 

needed to select the ideal location for cash 

process optimization.

The TR180 Series  has been designed to be easily implemented as a 

back office cash recycler. The TR180 can be configured with several 

Tidel peripherals – including a range of coin recyclers and rolled coin 

dispensers - making it highly adaptable to address the broadest range 

of cash automation needs.  Equipped with an integrated system console, 

barcode scanner, and printer, the TR180 provides all the features 

needed to function as a turnkey back office cash recycler, right out of 

the box. A back office cash recycler accelerates the start and end of 

shift processes for store employees. By automating these processes, 

cashiers and managers spend less time counting and handling cash, 

issuing starting tills, and performing reconciliations. A cash recycler can 

also help reduce third party fees, including CIT and banking fees. Most 

importantly, a cash recycler can help employees and managers remove 

themselves of the burden of manually handling cash, enabling them to 

spend more time on their core business.

BACK OFFICE CASH RECYCLER – THE TR180 SERIES

Unmatched Use 
Case Flexibility



To optimize labor costs, and to reduce lane wait 

times, many retailers are implementing self-checkout 

solutions as part of their overall automation strategy. 

The Tidel TR181S  combines the TR180 note recycler 

with our small coin recycler to be integrated as part of 

a complete self-checkout solution. In addition to being 

deployed as a self-checkout terminal, store cashiers 

can leverage the TR181S to accelerate their 

cash handling processes, including the 

disbursement of their starting till at 

the beginning of their shift. The Tidel 

TR181S provides unmatched flexibility 

and cash automation for store employees 

and customers alike.   

SELF-CHECKOUT 
SOLUTION – THE TR181S

ASSISTED SELF-CHECK-OUT 
SOLUTION – THE TR181A

The Tidel 180 Series can also be integrated as part 

of an assisted self-checkout solution, where the store 

employee is responsible for handling the merchandise, 
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This solution, the Tidel TR181A , combines the TR180 

note recycler with the Tidel small coin recycler, 

enabling a turnkey cash recycling 

solution that can easily integrate into a 

customer-facing payment solution.  The 

TR181A is ideally suited for stores that 

provide specialized services (pharmacy, 

deli/bakery) and desire their employees 

to be primarily focused on preparing the 

merchandise, versus executing a payment 

transaction.



Other Available 
Features
Touchscreen Interface

Integrated Printer 

Bar Code Scanner

iButton for CIT access

Biometrics

Combination Style Door Lock

Remote Management

Remote Bill Upgrades

Back Office Cash Recycler
TR180

√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

Note Recycler - TR180
Recycle Denominations

Recycle Capacity

Deposit Cassette

Speed

Accepting Speed

Dispensing Speed

Replenishment Speed

H x W x D

Weight

 
Up to 4

4 Recycling Cassettes (1,200 notes x 2; 600 notes x 2); 1 optional  audit drum (600 notes)

2,850 notes

10 notes/second

10 notes/second

10 notes/second

37.4” x 17.7” x 29.5”

TBD

FEATURES AND SPECIFICATIONS

Small Coin Recycler
Recycle Denominations

Recycle Capacity

Speed

Accepting Speed

Dispensing Speed

H x W x D

Weight

 
Up to 4

1¢ - 796 coins

5¢ - 501 coins

10¢ - 1,030 coins

25¢ - 433 coins

3 coins/second

3 coins/second

37.4” x 13.4” x 29.5” 

TBD

Note Recycler + Small Coin Recycler – TR181 
H x W x D

Weight

 
37.4” x 31.1” x 29.5” 

TBD

Self-Checkout Solution
TR181S

-
Optional

-
Optional

-
√
√
√

Assisted Self-Checkout Solution 
TR181A

-
Optional

-
Optional

-
√
√
√
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